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**Background** Many studies have reported the association between overweight and depressive status during puberty. Recently, it has been suggested that this association is affected by a person’s image of their body which differs between gender and nationality. Although these associations were mainly examined by cross-sectional study, this study aimed to examine the relationship between change in weight and developing depression, taking into account gender in this prospective cohort study.

**Method** In 2007, a community-based cohort study was conducted with 1347 children in grades 4–7. Height, weight, depressive status and body image were surveyed at the baseline and at the 1-year-follow-up. Overweight and having depressive symptoms were defined using international cut-off points. Multiple logistic regression analyses were conducted to examine the effects of weight status and body image on developing depression by gender.

**Result** The follow-up rate was 99.1%, and 6.9% of these children experienced depressive symptoms at follow-up. Some boys who continued to be satisfied with their body weight as overweight were more likely to develop depression compared with those who were satisfied with their body weight (OR, 2.5; 95% CI 1.0 to 6.0). On the other hand, some girls who continued to be satisfied with their body weight were significantly less likely to develop depression. In both genders, body image caused a more increasing risk for depression than weight status.

**Conclusion** This study suggested that body image affected the association between weight status and depression; those effects might be affected by gender difference.
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**Background** Late achievement of motor milestones may increase the risk of overweight since early achievers have increased possibility to build lean body mass and expend energy. Further overweight infants may have delayed achievement of gross motor milestones as the overweight may limit mobility. The aim of this paper was to investigate whether delayed ability to sit and walk is associated with BMI at age seven and whether increasing weight at birth and at 5 months of age postpone the achievement of motor milestones.

**Methods** We examined whether timing of achievement of motor milestone (ability to sit and walk independently) predicted later overweight or later increase in Body Mass Index (BMI=weight/(height^2) (m))^2-scores and we examined whether increasing birth weight and increasing BMI at 5 months predicted later achievement of motor milestones. The associations were analysed in a dataset of 32,973 children participating in the Danish National Birth Cohort. Mothers were recruited in the period 1996–2002 and follow-up took place during 2003 to 2010. We used logistic and linear regression analysis.

**Results** At age 7 years, a total of 10% of the children were overweight including 1.5% obese. Late ability to sit (>8 months) and to walk (>15 months) was not associated with overweight at age seven (OR’s between 1.00; (CI 0.98 to 1.02) and 1.02; (CI 0.95 to 1.07). Although statistically significant, the results from linear regression showed very weak inverse associations between later achievement of the ability to walk and sit (in months) led to a reduced BMI at age seven for both boys and girls. Similarly, birth weight and weight at 5 months was weakly associated with achievement of the ability to walk and sit, slightly stronger in boys than in girls.

**Conclusions** We conclude that that delayed motor development is neither a predictor of nor a risk factor for childhood overweight and that birth weight and BMI at age 5 months do not predict delayed motor development.
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**Introduction** With economic development, non-communicable diseases replace infectious diseases as the leading cause of death; how such transition occurs for infectious diseases with long latency has rarely been considered. We took advantage of a Chinese population with rapid economic development in the mid-20th century to study changing patterns of infection-related cancers.

**Methods** We used sex-specific Poisson regression to estimate age-period cohort effects on adult deaths 1976–2005 from eight infection-related cancers in Hong Kong. We also considered two cancers (colorectal and lung) not likely related to infections.

**Results** Cervical, head and neck, and esophageal cancers, associated with sexually transmitted infections, decreased for the first birth cohorts with sexual debut in a more developed environment. Leukaemia and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, associated with vertically transmitted infections, decreased for the first cohorts born into a more developed environment. Birth cohort patterns were less clearly related to environmental changes for nasopharyngeal, stomach and liver cancers. Non-infection related cancers had generally different birth cohort effects.

**Conclusion** Mortality rates for cancers related to early life infections may depend on the population history. Rapid economic development may leave behind residual reservoirs of latent infections that may prohibit equally rapid reductions in some infection-related cancers.
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**Objectives** To assess the prevalence HBV infection among antenatal mothers and to determine its association with risk factors especially those related to behaviours which increase their exposure to blood and body sera.

**Methodology** A total of 1105 antenatal mothers who attended government clinics in Ipoh were screened for HBV infection between July and October 2008. They also completed self-administered